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the contrIbUtIon of the poles to the  
socIoeconoMIc developMent of KaZaKhstan

Poles are one of the numerous and significant ethnic groups in Kazakhstan. The contribution of 
Polish exiles such as A. Yanushkevich, S. Zagryazhsky, G. Zelisnky, M. Viner, A. Pashkovsky, M. Luka
shevich, A. Zatayevich to the Kazakh culture is priceless. Thousands of Polish engineers, doctors, art 
workers, hundreds of professors and scientists found appliance to their knowledge, skills and talents in 
Kazakhstan, that were expressed in their outstanding achievements and brilliant discoveries that enriched 
Kazakh science, technology and culture. In the places of their residence Poles raised the agriculture of 
grain, livestock, vegetable sectors to the high level. Almost all the farms inhabited by Poles soon be
came millionaires. The achievements of Polish diaspora could become the source of scientific references.  
Detailed research of this issue requires thorough acquaintance with the materials stored in the archives. 
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1ж. Бек болaту лы, 2с. хaзбие вич
1Кaзaхс кий нaционaль ный уни вер си тет им. aльФaрaби, Кaзaхстaн, г. Алмaты 

2Вaрминь скоМaзурс кий уни вер си тет, Поль шa
email: Zhetpisbay.Bekbolatuly@kaznu.kz

вклaд по ля ков в со циaльно-эко но ми чес кое рaзви тие кaзaхстaнa

По ля ки яв ляют ся од ним из мно го чис лен ных и знaчи мых эт но сов Кaзaхстaнa. Вклaд польс ких 
ссыль ных, тaких кaк А. Януш ке вич, С. Зaгряжс кий, Г. Зе ли нс кий, М. Ви нер, А. Пaшковс кий, М. 
Лукaше вич, А. Зaтaевич, в кaзaхс кую куль ту ру бес це нен. Ты ся чи польс ких ин же не ров, врaчей, 
деяте лей ис ку сс твa, сот ни про фес со ров и уче ных нaшли при ме не ние в Кaзaхстaне своих знa ний, 
уме ний и тaлaнтов, ко то рые бы ли вырaже ны в их выдaющих ся дос ти же ниях и блес тя щих отк ры
тиях, обогaтивших кaзaхс кую нaуку, тех ни ку и куль ту ру. В местaх про живa ния по ля ки под ня ли 
сель ское хо зяй ст во зер но вых, жи вот но вод чес ких, овощ ных отрaслей нa вы со кий уро вень. Поч ти 
все кол хо зы, нaсе лен ные по лякaми, стaли мил лио нерaми. Дос ти же ния польс кой диaспо ры мог
ли бы стaть ис точ ни ком нaуч ных изыскa ний. Детaльное исс ле довa ние это го воп росa тре бует 
тщaтель но го ознaком ле ния с мaте риaлaми, хрaня щи ми ся в aрхивaх. 

клю че вые словa: по ля ки, эт ни чес кие груп пы, диaспорa, кaзaхи, нaукa, куль турa, тех никa, aрхи вы.

1Ж. Бек болaтұлы, 2С. Хaзбие вич,
1ӘлФaрaби aтындaғы Қaзaқ ұлт тық уни вер си те ті, Қaзaқстaн Рес пуб ликaсы, Алмaты қ.

2ВaрмияМaзур уни вер си те ті , Поль шa 
email: Zhetpisbay.Bekbolatuly@kaznu.kz

по ляктaрдың Қaзaқстaнның әлеу мет тік-эко но микaлық дaмуынa қосқaн үле сі 

По ляктaр Қaзaқстaнның сaны көп әрі елеу лі эт ностaры ның бі рі нен сaнaлaды. А. Януш ке вич, 
С. Зaгряжс кий, Г. Зе ли нс кий, М. Ви нер, А. Пaшковс кий, М. Лукaше вич, А. Зaтaевич сияқ ты по ляк 
жер aудaрылғaндaры ның қaзaқ мә де ниеті не қосқaн үле сі өл шеусіз. Мыңдaғaн по ляк ин же нер ле
рі, дә рі гер ле рі, өнер қaйрaткер ле рі, жүз де ген про фес сорлaры мен ғaлымдaры Қaзaқстaндa өз 
бі лі мі нің, бі лі гі мен тaлaнты ның кө зін aшып, олaр қол жет кіз ген тaмaшa же тіс тік тер мен aшқaн 
жaңaлықтaр қaзaқ ғы лы мын, тех никaсы мен мә де ниетін бaйытa түс ті. Өз де рі тұрғaн жер лер
де по ляктaр aстық, мaл, кө кө ніс сaлaлaрындaғы aуыл шaруaшы лы ғын жоғaры дең гейге кө тер
ді. По ляктaр тұрғaн кол хоздaрдың бaрлы ғы мил лио нер бол ды. По ляк диaспорaсы ның же тіс тік
те рі ғы лы ми зер де леулер ге не гіз болaрлық. Бұл мә се ле ні ег жейтег жейлі зерт теу мұрaғaттaрдa 
сaқтaлғaн мaте риaлдaрмен мұ қият тaны су ды тaлaп ете ді. 

тү йін  сөз дер: по ляктaр, эт никaлық топтaр, диaспорa, қaзaқтaр, ғы лым, мә де ниет, тех никa, мұрaғaт.
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Intriduction
According to statistics there are 41300 Poles 

live in Kazakhstan today. Polish Ambassador in 
Kazakhstan in 1990s M.Gavansky in the article 
published in 1998 suggested that number of Polish 
diaspora in census was significantly undervalued 
and did not correspond to reality. He concluded that 
if applying a discount factor to the data provided 
by Statistic Agency of RK, Polish diaspora of 
Kazakhstan could be around 60 thousand people. 
about 82.1% of the whole population of the diaspora 
is concentrated in three regions: North Kazakhstan, 
Akmola and Karaganda regions and in Astana. 

Main body
Poles are one of the numerous and signifi-

cant ethnic groups in Kazakhstan. The contribu-
tion of Polish exiles such as A.Yanushkevich, 
S.Zagryazhsky, G.Zelisnky, M.Viner, A.Pashkovsky, 
M.Lukashevich, A.Zatayevich to the Kazakh culture 
is priceless. Thousands of Polish engineers, doctors, 
art workers, hundreds of professors and scientists 
found appliance to their knowledge, skills and tal-
ents in Kazakhstan, that were expressed in their out-
standing achievements and brilliant discoveries that 
enriched Kazakh science, technology and culture. In 
the places of their residence Poles raised the agricul-
ture of grain, livestock, vegetable sectors to the high 
level. Almost all the farms inhabited by Poles soon 
became millionaires. 

Poles played a major role in the development 
of virgin lands in Kazakhstan in 1950-1960s. For 
example, in Kokshetau region among the leaders 
at district level – a significant percentage of Poles 
were chairmen of collective farms, workers of local 
authorities, etc. There was one who has achieved ex-
ceptional success in the labor market among the spe-
cial representative of the settlers. So, for his dedicat-
ed work in 1951 I.A.Zhenski was awarded as a Hero 
of Socialist Labor by the Decree of the Presidium 
of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR. N.Golovatsky, 
P.Tomarovskaya, P.Chizhevsky, Mr.Lewandowski, 
V.Domalevskaya, G.Polyakov, T.Ostrovskaya, 
B.Golchinsky were also awarded as Heroes of So-
cialist Labor. Many Poles were elected as deputies 
of the supreme legislative power of the Republic, 
led the Ministries, important industries and organi-
zations. Bernard Dvorecki is a former Vice-Chair-
man of the Council of Ministers of Kazakh SSR.

Many members of the Polish intelligentsia of 
Kazakhstan today is a special children of former 
Polish immigrants. They were born and educated 
in Kazakhstan. Preserving their ethnic identity, they 
are working for the good of the republic. Among 

them are scientists: E.Liubczanski, C.Luczinski, 
W.Marczewski, A.Puzanov, Y.Kulevskaya; artist: 
P.Rechensky, A.Kulanovsky, K.Zubritskaya; teach-
ers: T.Khimich, A.Mokretsky; doctors: S.Prusova, 
N.Lukyanets; journalists: L.Kryzhanovskaya, 
S.Sinitskaya and others.

Let us review the creative and social activities of 
some Poles in more details. Pavel Ivanovich Rech-
ensky - talented artist. He was born in 1924 in Rus-
sia, but at the age of eight he had been deported with 
his parents to Kazakhstan, Karaganda. He had to go 
through all the difficulties and hardships, through 
which passed the Poles during the Stalinist repres-
sion. Pavel Ivanovich Rechensky is one of the or-
ganizers of the Union of Artists of Kazakhstan. His 
paintings are in private collections in Poland, Russia 
and Germany.

Josepha Grigoriyevna Kulevskaya was born in 
Siberia, in Omsk. She graduated from the Physics 
Department of the Kazakh State University after 
C.M. Kirov with major in «Nuclear Physics». The 
entire working life of Y. Kulevskaya was associated 
with science. After graduation she has been left for 
a research fellow at the department of «Radioactive 
radiation». A further field of her interest was the 
physical chemistry, organic catalysis. More than 20 
years she has been worked at the Institute of Organic 
Catalysis and Electrochemistry of the Academy of 
Sciences of the Republic of Kazakhstan. She has 
PhD in Chemistry.

Josepha Kulevskaya is amazing person, not only 
with the scientific mind, but also with great creative 
potential. In May 2000, at the exhibition «Beautiful 
impulses of the soul» her works as an artist were 
first presented. [1] Since 2003, with no art educa-
tion, she took up painting seriously. The main genre 
of her work -natyurmort and landscape. In April 
2006, at the exhibition «My Kazakhstan: light and 
color» her best sceneries such as «Motley Alatau 
mountains», «Pine forest», «ОkZhetpes», «Birch 
Grove» and «Portraits of Flowers», «Narcissuses 
and hyacinths», «Irises», «White lilies» were pre-
sented. This exhibition was the anniversary for Joz-
epha Kulevskaya and dedicated for memorial date to 
Polish people - 70th anniversary of the deportation 
of Poles to Kazakhstan. Also the exhibition present-
ed the paintings such as «Castle near Krakow» and 
«Krakow-Wawel» [2]. Paintings of Jozepha Grig-
oriyevna Kulevskaya are in private collections in 
Poland and in the United States.

Great creativity has a Kazakh artist of Polish 
origin Xenia Zubritska. She was born in Almaty 
region in 1975. She graduated from the Moscow 
State Humanitarian University, majoring in «Art» 
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in 2002. Xenia for a long time was engaged in pat-
terns made from genuine leather - textile plastics. 
She repeatedly held exhibitions of her jewellery and 
paintings devoted to the numerous dates of Polonia 
in Kazakhstan. Also she held an exhibitions at the 
National State Museum after A.Kasteev, in private 
galleries in Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan. Many of 
her works are in private collections in Kazakhstan, 
Kyrgyzstan, Poland, Germany, USA, Italy.

Tatyana Vasiliyevna Khimich (Crickovskaya) 
was born in a family of exiled Polish politician in 
1960. She is teacher of the highest qualification. In 
1997 she was invited to work in the Republican pri-
mary experimental site of gymnasium «Arina» as an 
art teacher. There Tatyana is working with talented 
children. In 2001, together with the children she par-
ticipated in the Olympics for the fine arts in Moscow. 
The works of her best pupils were exhibited at the 
International Exhibition in Tokyo in 2004. In 2007, 
the city Board of Education of Ust-Kamenogorsk 
awarded her with the title of «Teacher of the Year».

The initiator of the creation of the Union of 
Poles in Kazakhstan and the first chairman of the 
Polish community in the city of Alma-Ata, Albert 
Grigoriviech Levkovsky was born in 1928 in 
Ukraine (Zhytomyr region) and the age of eight 
had been deported to Kazakhstan with his parents 
during the first wave of deportation of Poles from 
their homeland in 1936. He has graduated from 
the Pedagogical Institute in Petropavlosk and grow 
up from a simple math teacher to a member of 
the board of the Ministry of Education, where he 
has worked for 23 years. He spent a great job on 
involvement of Kazakhstani Poles to the society 
and their active participation in cultural and social 
life. Through the efforts of A.G.Levkovsky being 
in close contact with the Embassy of the Republic 
of Poland in Kazakhstan classes for the study of 
the Polish language was opened in the secondary 
school №23 in Almaty, as well as the community 
was organized to help Poles in the East - Wspolnota 
Polska in Warsaw. He has done a great public job 
with the business community representatives, who 
came from Poland to Kazakhstan. He has organized 
trainings for Kazakhstan students Poland’s 
universities. For his merit to the Kazakhstan A.G. 
Levkovsky was awarded the Orden «Kurmet». Now 
he is living in Warsaw and he is the chairman of 
the community «My Kazakhstan» organized by the 
Poles – natives of Kazakhstan.

The name of a prominent architect Nikolai 
Ivanovich Repinsky, a member of the Union 
of Architects of Kazakhstan entered into the 
Kazakh Soviet Encyclopedia «Alma-Ata» that 

was published in 1983. After graduating from the 
Kiev Institute of Architecture and Construction in 
1931 N.I.Ripinsky has participated in the project of 
design for a building of Opera and Ballet Theatre 
in Almaty, for which he was awarded the second 
prize at the All-Union closed competition. He has 
worked in Ust-Kamenogorsk from 1950 to 1953, 
where he seriously concerned with the detailed 
planning of the city. From 1954 to 1968 N.I. 
Ripinsky has worked in Almaty as chief architect 
in the country’s largest design institute. A lot of 
projects where N.I.Ripinsky was directly involved 
as the chief architect have been developed by the 
Design Institute for 14 years. Among them there is 
a project of the general plan of Karatau city, also the 
project on the organization, planning and building of 
the central district of Almaty and others [3].

At the present time Kazakhstan and Poland 
are leaders of economic and political reforms, 
respectively, in Central Asia and Eastern Europe. 
During difficult transition period in 1990s an 
experience of economic transformation of Poland 
was especially valuable for Kazakhstan. Leading 
Polish economists, including Leszek Balcerowicz, 
for several years, provided advice to the Government 
of Kazakhstan.

In the 1990s, the Republic of Kazakhstan was 
lagged behind other countries in the production 
of agricultural product. To solve this problem, 
the restructuring of agricultural structures began 
in 1991. In 1998 138 agricultural associations 
have been formed in the country. In 1999, in 
the North-Kazakhstan oblast the JSC «Holding 
Kazexportastyk» was established, that is the largest 
grain company, operating in the territory of North 
Kazakhstan and Akmola region. It consists of 
LLP «TaiynshaAstyk», which is engaged in the 
production and processing of agricultural products, 
breeding of cattle. Center of the company is the 
village Yasnaya Polyana of Taiynsha region of 
North Kazakhstan oblast. Former Extraordinary 
and Plenipotentiary Ambassador of the Republic 
of Poland in Kazakhstan Zdzislaw Novitsky called 
Yasnaya Polyana the small Warsaw in Kazakhstan. 
And it is no coincidence. The village was founded 
in 1936 by Polish immigrants from Ukraine. All the 
villagers were mostly Polish by nationality, of all 183 
displaced families Poles were 127 families [4]. Today 
the village is home to the third generation of Poles.

General Director of LLP «TaiynshaAstyk» is 
Anatoly Borisovich Rafalskiy. He is Polish, a native 
of Yasnaya Polyana village, Anatoly is agronomist by 
profession, graduated from Tselinograd Agricultural 
Institute.
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Now we present more details of Yasnaya 
Polyana village. The Yasnaya Polyana village is 
particularly revealing one in the North-Kazakhstan 
region. There is a hospital, a school, a cultural 
center, shops, church, livestock farms, tractor fleet 
equipped with the latest technology. But the proud 
of village is its people. Many natives of Yasnaya 
Polyana village became worthy representatives 
of the Polish intelligentsia, working for the good 
of the republic’s prosperity. Among them, there 
are V.S.Bochkovsky – Akim of Enbekshildersky 
region, V.P. Makowski – Akim of Taiynsha region 
of North Kazakhstan oblast, F.A. Galitsky - Doctor 
of Medical Sciences, V.I.Zaichkovski - candidate of 
veterinary sciences, A.I. Malinowski - Candidate of 
Agricultural Sciences, F.I. Ostrowski – Ph.D., V.A. 
Andzhievskaya - Doctor of Medical Sciences.

Anton Iosifovich Malinowski - Candidate of 
Agricultural Sciences, was born in 1956 in Yasnaya 
Polyana village of Chkalovsky region Kokshetau 
oblast in a family of Poles deported from Ukraine 
in 1936. In 1983 he was engaged in selection of the 
Kazakh white breed of cattle. Rock removal works 
was carried out at the farm «Alabota». In 1985, 
derived cattle rock type was called «Alabota» and 
A.I.Malinovsky was awarded title of «Best breeder 
of the Republic of Kazakhstan» [5].

A native of Yasnaya Polyana village is Franz 
Antonovich Galitsky - Doctor of Medical Sciences, 
professor, head of «Forensic medicine» of the 
Kazakh State Medical Academy (Astana). He is 
the author of two collections of scientific papers on 
forensic medicine, 14 invention patents, 90 scientific 
papers and teaching aids [6].

Kazakhstani Poles support and strengthen ties 
with their historical homeland. Kazakhstan has 
five Polish companies dealing with national and 
cultural revival. «Polonia» channel which is satellite 
broadcasting for several years carried out in Northern 
Kazakhstan. By agreement between the ministries 
of education of our countries Teachers from Poland 
are working in Kazakhstan. Every year, children and 
students who are actively learning Polish language, 
go to rest to Poland. About 600 students of Polish 
origin from Kazakhstan are studying at higher 
education institutions on their homeland.

Public Association «Polish Cultural Center of 
Almaty» was founded in 1993. The main purpose 
of the center is to promote the study of the history, 
language, culture and traditions of Poland, charity, 
conducting cultural and educational events, recitals, 
concerts, exhibitions, meetings.

The Union of Poles in Kazakhstan was established 
in 1994. In different periods it was headed by 

worthy representatives of the Polish intelligentsia. 
From 1999 to 2007, chairman of the Union of Poles 
in Kazakhstan was Ivan Bernoldovich Zinkevich, 
Professor, Doctor of Law. His parents in 1936 with 
children were deported to Kazakhstan from the 
Zhytomyr region of Ukraine.

Ivan Bernoldovich Zinkevich was born in 
1939 in Krasnokamenka village of Kellerovskiy 
region of Kokshetau oblast. In 1963 he went to 
the technical department of the Almaty special 
police school. In 1973 he graduated from the 
investigative department of the Moscow High 
School of the Ministry of Internal Affairs, 
where he immediately enrolled to the graduate 
school. Ivan Zinkevich successfully defended 
his PhD thesis on the development issues of 
forensic science in Poland. He was awarded the 
academic title of professor of three universities 
of Kazakhstan. He was awarded the degree of 
Doctor of Law by Polish Ministry of National 
Education in 2000, according to the number of 
published works on the problems of criminology. 
He is a member of the Advisory Council of the 
Marshal of the Senate of Poland and a member of 
the National Council under the President of the 
Republic of Kazakhstan. He has been included 
in the leadership of the World Council of Polonia 
with the residence in the US [7].

Since 2007, the Union of Poles was chaired 
by Vitaly Zifridovich Svintsitskyi. He is from a 
family of Polish immigrants specially deported. 
He was born in 1955 in Green Guy village of 
Chkalovsky region of Kokshetau oblast. Since 1999 
he was the chairman of the Pavlodar regional Polish 
society «Polonia». He is one of the initiators of the 
movement «Think of the children». He provides 
financial support to the pupils of Pavlodar boarding 
school, and is actively engaged in the moral and 
creative upbringing of the youth.On his initiative, 
a drama school «Promen» («Gleam») was opened 
within the regional Polish society «Polonia», which 
was established on the basis of the drama group at 
the Catholic church in Pavlodar. He was awarded 
the medal «10 years of Kazakhstan’s independence» 
for a great contribution to the revival and promotion 
of national culture and language, strengthening of 
inter-ethnic harmony, peace and friendship.

Currently the Union of Poles in Kazakhstan 
is chaired by Oleg Cheslavovich Czerwinski, 
a professional journalist. He was born in 
Krasnoarmeysk town of Kokshetau oblast; son of 
special migrants. He graduated from the faculty of 
journalism of the Kazakh State National University 
named after Al-Farabi, Academician of the Academy 
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of Journalism of Kazakhstan. Author of publications 
in the Kazakh and world press. At various times, he 
led the media such as the newspapers «Business 
Week», «New Generation», the official newspaper of 
the Government of Kazakhstan «Kazakhstanskaya 
Pravda», Broadcasting Company «Shahar». He is 
chief editor of «Petroleum» analytical magazine 
since 2000. Member of the Union of Journalists 
of Kazakhstan, winner in the category «Economic 
Review» Prize of the Union of Journalists of 
Kazakhstan in 2012 year. He was awarded the medal 
«10 years of Kazakhstan’s independence» [8].

Conclusion
In conclusion, it should be noted that the 

Polish intelligentsia in Kazakhstan contributes 
to the development of the country, contributes to 
the prosperity and the strengthening of friendly 
relations between Kazakhstan and Poland.The 
achievements of Polish diaspora could become the 
source of scientific references. Detailed research 
of this issue requires thorough acquaintance with 
the materials stored in the archives. In connection 
to this the Polish-Kazakh cooperation is needed in 
this area. 
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